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as a Guest®

A UNIQUE price per night* (89€)

In a careful selection of high standing independent hotels,

all located in France,

including additional national and local services
with high added value, all year round.

* For two people

More than a room

1
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… more than a night…1

Included national services :
A concierge service
A cancellation insurance with assistance (medical and repatriation)
A luggage service until 6pm the next day
An events and travel magazine by destination to help people prepare their stay

+ A choice between 3 advantages :
TASTY : a free meal (for one bought) in 2 300 partner restaurants;
COCOONING : a free digital kiosk (magazines + eBooks);
ECO-FRIENDLY : access to a wide selection of car parks in France for a highly 

reduced
price and access to special rate car rentals.

+ 1 solidarity-based action :
Each advantage triggers a donation to a foundation or an organization known
for its public interest (connected to the type of advantage selected by the client).

+ A wide range of exclusive services offered locally by the hotel
(Welcome drink, breakfast, free access to the Spa, free green fee, wine tasting…)
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as a Guest® allows travellers to shape their hotel experience :

… a new way of travelling in hotels1

Customised 
Allowed by our concierges 

before and during the 
experience. They are able to 

shape our clients’ stay as 
precisely as possible according to 

their demands;

A choice between three stay 
experiences (tasty, cocooning, 

eco-friendly);

Thematic Solidarity-based
A way to salve people’s conscience 
by raising awareness on a various 

issues. It’s a way to participate to 
training, raising environmental 
awareness and developing the 

cultural offer in order to sustain the 
quality of life and services in 

France.



The assets
of the as a Guest® offer
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A unique price all year round
89 €

Local services offered
by hoteliers

A simple offer…2

A selection of high standing
hotels in France

Ensured services:
Concierge service

Cancellation insurance

asaguest.com

In 2019, more than 115 hotels has joined as a Guest .®
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To live more than a night, 
as a Guest® also offers to customize people’s stay,

by giving it a solidarity and thematic aspect

2 … that combines experience and solidarity

Restopolitan offer

20 cents given to an organization
supporting catering professions

Eco-friendly stay

Youboox offer

20 cents given to an organization
supporting the creation of live 
cultural shows.

Cocooning stayTasty stay

Travelcar offer with the as a Guest
asset

1 night = 1 tree planted
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2 A way to meet people’s expectations…

Understand hotels prices and 
simplify the buying process

Live customized 
experiences by shaping 

their stay

Have a clear offer, 
without any type of surprises
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In 2017:
16 300 hotels*, more than 12 900 independent ones
209,9 millions nights sold*
The average occupancy rate of the independent hotel sector:
56,4 %* vs 66,6% for the chains

Focusing on 3, 4 and 5 stars hotels:

+ than 6 000 independent hotels
Average occupancy rate for 3 stars hotels: 62,5 %**
Average occupancy rate for 4 and 5 stars hotels: 66,6 %**

→ Close to 28 millions unsold nights for this segment in France.

Increase their occupancy rate

Increase profitability

2 … and independent hoteliers’ needs

Increase their occupancy rate

Increase marketing 
and commercial efficiency

Visibility deficit compared to
those from big chains

Increase profitability
* Source : Données 2018 – INSEE  en partenariat avec les comités régionaux du tourisme (CRT) et la DGE // Etude 
Coach Omnium : panorama de l’hôtellerie française
** Source : DGE – INSEE - Le 4 pages de la DGE n° 81 - avril 2018
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2 … by allowing them to

A shared and selective marketing tool simplifying the sales process during off peak periods to:
emphasize the sense of service and hospitality;

be affiliated with a high standing network;
benefit from a national and international visibility;
to reach new client segments;

join a national loyalty program;
maximize the occupancy rate, without devaluing the hotel’s reputation;

increase the TrevPAR (total revenue per available room);
have a guaranteed payment as soon as Day-15 (cancellation insurance included)

easily handle inventories thanks to connectivity and its tools (PMS, CRS)
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2 The assets of the as a Guest® offer

as a Guest® claims 6 assets:

The price: a unique price inferior the rack rate*;

The quality: an exclusively quality-oriented positioning

The authenticity: an independent hoteliers only catalogue;

The sense of hospitality: welcome the client as a guest relying on the national services and the digital app’;

The services: an offer that wants to improve the client experience;

The simplicity: A platform and an offer that are both simple for the client to understand.

A connectivity with the main channel managers to ease the work of hoteliers.

* The rack rate is the standard price posted at the welcome desk and inside the hotel rooms



A collective and human story
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The story we are about to tell starts in 2013 with an individual called Jesson. Son of hoteliers and 
little dreamer, he’s always been ready to do what it took to have his ideas heard. Wearing his best 
boxing gloves, he had a dream: helping independent hoteliers fight against the big chains. But 
in order to avoid being knocked-out, he had to gather a team that would help him.

Thanks to his persuasiveness (and A LOT of tenacity) he succeeded into convincing Damien to 
come and help him in his mission. Together, they planned to spark a revolution inside the hotel 
world by selling nights at a unique price all year round… nights that include national and local 
services to offer a new customer experience and trigger the purchasing process.

In 2016, Tatiana joined this fearless duo and brought a poetic and creative touch to the whole 
project. The three of them finalized shaping the offer and gave birth to a brand based on strong 
values, one that is rigorous, experiential, human, responsible and solidarity-oriented.

3 From the beginning…
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The fruit of a reflection with hoteliers…

as a Guest® it’s like a political campaign… it all 
happens on the field !

In order to sharpen the offer’s edges and to be able 
to create a system that would be both viable and 
virtuous for each partner, we took the time to travel 
across France. For more than 2 years, we met with 
the teams who manage the most beautiful 
independent hotels.

As our connection deepened and turned into a 
relationship based on trust, we started building a 
high standing catalogue with hoteliers that are 
willing to offer exclusive and differentiating services.

3 … to the implementation

a pinch of synergies,

as a Guest® is all about creating something 
meaningful with our national partners : Generali 
Concierge Services, Europ Assistance, Traveler
Reforestaction; with whom we took a lot time to 
deeply think about an offer that would be simple, 
yet complete and affordable.

Partners that turned into friends of the brand and 
who now support the development of as a Guest®

on a daily basis.
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as a Guest® was first incubated for 3 years by Clemenvilla, an agency specialized in 
touristic and territorial marketing and communication.

Since January 2019, it’s been a living society.

as a Guest® is a travel and stay operator dedicated to promoting independent 
hotels. It was founded and now managed by 3 tourism, marketing and 
communication professionals. It meets all the sector’s requirements.

Atout France agreement: IM075180096
Financial guarantee: Groupama 4000716382/0
PCL: Generali AR282526

as a Guest® is also a 10 members team, with 3 sales representatives who travel 
across France to meet the partnered hoteliers and prepare your stay the best way 
possible… Do not wait any longer!

asaguest.com

3 … it took 6 years of hard work!



Development 
and communication plan
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4 Communication

Getting out of the old way of communicating for the hotel industry:

To launch itself as a brand, as a Guest® chose to use a 360° communication with an artistic direction and a tone that 
are both quirky.

The communication campaign is clear and shows the will of as a Guest® to be at the same time accessible and 
human. From the website to all the creations shared on a various range of platforms but also the street 
marketing operations, everything is here to introduce the brand and spread its values. The "made in France" 
aspect is one of the cornerstones.

High point of this hyper-segmented strategy? The creation of 7 commercials that started broadcasting on both social 
network and display network on the 1rst of October 2019. These 7 commercials all explain the offer in detail, building at 
the same time, the brand identity by spreading a clear message.

A common thread?
A shot of humor combined with a feeling of proximity to ease the intuitive appropriation of the brand. In terms of storyline, 
we discover a dandy-butler accompanied by a clumsy lobby boy who are facing many ridiculous and dreamy situations in 
a very theatrical way, efficiently introducing the brand and its universe.

All of it creates a colored and atypical universe located halfway between comedy and high-end aesthetic, a very good 
way to stay true to the brand positioning.

Budget: >450K€
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4 Prospects and development

After launching the online platform (September 12th):
In one week, more than 1 000 accounts have been created;

First sales in less than 24 hours;

Hoteliers are very happy of the first feedbacks;
A high number of available rooms offered by the hoteliers that goes beyond our expectations.

The current steps:
Implementation of the all canal B2C communication plan and traffic acquisition,

Development of the platform’s functionalities (gift cards, multi-room booking, multi-hotels…),

Creation of a Hospitality Business to reach the B2B market,
Evolution towards a multilingual platform (Spanish and English),

Consolidation of the hotels network in France.

Future steps:
International communication plan
Creation of a European as	a Guest® hotels partners network.
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AS A GUEST - 20 avenue Montaigne - 75008 PARIS // SAS au capital de 200 000 euros // RCS PARIS 841 740 913

asaguest.com


